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From: A. Randolph BloughV
To: Daniel Holody; Daniel Orr; David Vito; Mel Gray
Date: 5/11/04 3:19PM
Subject: Re: Contacts Re: PSEG

1. Mike Callahan, formerly of NRC/OCA, called me, said he's consulting part-time for some companies'
Washington offices, including PSEG. But he said he was calling on his own, not at anyone's request. He
asked a few questions about next steps, and i answered, staying within info we have said publicly. Mike
seemed to have a good perspective on the SCWE review.
2. Hub talked to Bakken, and Bakken wants to drop in next thursday (he will be out of the country for
several clays after that)- - we thought of doing this meeting at the site but it's not convenient - - will need to
be careful not to give any regulatory feedback during the drop-in. Hub and I are also looking at possibly
visiting the site for a day the following week.
3. Bakken also said that he plans to meet with Dave Lochbaum sometime soon.
4. Hub is pushing PSEG to arrange their schedules to meet with us sooner the week of June 21, which is
their cunrent suggestion.
5. i signed the letter to PSEG updating our review status. I chose not to interupt PSEG Sr mgrs from their
caucus (on SCWE action planning) to tell them of this relatively "routine" letter; but Bakken's staff asst has
it and will get it to them early tomorrow.
6. Dr. Harvin called to find out the meeting date - - when i called back she was busy so it was a very brief
call - - i rather expect to hear from her again socn.
I appreciate everyone's ongoing efforts Re: NRC: oversight of Salem/Hope Creek.
randy

CC: Anne Passarelli; Daniel Collins; Diane Screnci; Ernest Wilson; George Malone;
Glenn Meyer; Hubert J. Miller; James Wiggins; Jeffrey Teator; Leanne Harrison; Marc Ferdas; Neil
Sheehan; Richard Crlenjak; Scott Barber; Theodore Wingfield; Wayne Lanning


